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iaun: Frustration and disappointment
.EX ZAMANSKY
ews Editor
lEveryone here at the
mi versify of the Pacific knew
|at there would be signifiwhen the 49ers
here for their summer
aining camp. Apparently,
lough, not everyone was
Ivare just how extensive the
hanges would become. The
lain focus and "hottest
Ipic" on campus these past
ve weeks has been the Baun
|udent Fitness Center.
During the summer, 161
ludents had paid $30 to
along to the fitness center
Inly to find that without
taming, the equipment was
ane and moved into the new
Ithletic facility for the 49ers'
Ise.

Ashlie Silva, a student liv-

lag here this summer, com

mented, "I thought it sucked.
: was frustrating to think that
I'ou could do a full workout
J>ne day and then the next day
•here's nothing. There was no
|varning
or
anything."
^SUOP Senator-at-large for
jreek Council Peter Adams
relieves that the "blame lies
vith
the
Athletic
Department." He stipulates
[that "the Athletic Department
iidn't notify the University
Ithat they were no longer planIning to run the fitness center"
I when the 49ers arrived as well
las in taking out the equip|ment.
John McBride of the
Athletic Department, and for
mer Director of the Baun
Student Fitness Center, said
| that it was not the Athletic
Department's fault.
"The free-weight equip
ment that was in the fitness
center was donated to the
Athletic Department. The
building was marked for the
Athletic
Department.
Realistically, that equipment
was marked for athletes and
used also by students."
McBride further explains why

SIS says
"hello" to
new dean
KRISTEN HUTMACHER
Staff Writer

UOP student working out on recently delivered equipment at Baun Student Fitness Center.
Equipment was ordered
the fitness center became more
Healthline
Fitness
student-oriented even though from
it was originally intended for Equipment, a company based
athletes. "After the football out of Utah that was recommended
by
p r o g r a m
M
c
B
r
i
d
e
.
e n d e d , "
"I was under the
Healthline
McBride said,
impression that the F i t n e s s
"Ted
Baun
donated stair- equipment was new," Equipment is a
masters to the
-Judith Chambers, company that
sells
refur
center for the
Vice-President bished equip
students in
Student Life ment.
trying
to
According to
make
the
place more student-oriented." Adams, the main reason for
The 49ers came in mid-July purchasing refurbished equip
and the fitness equipment was ment was simple, "When you
moved to the new athletic order from a company that
facility. While the Athletic sells new equipment, you
Department claimed there have generally 3-6 month
was enough equipment for wait. We had one month
school
started."
students to still give them before
selves a full work-out, one stu McBride added, "This was a
dent wishing to remain good way to get equipment at
anonymous disagreed saying, a fairly inexpensive price."
"There was nothing left for me Nearly $12,000 was spent on
refurbished equipment by the
to use."
A committee was formed to university with Ted Baun
resolve the problem regarding donating another $10,000 for
the Baun Student Fitness three new stairmasters.
What has made students,
Center.
Under time con
straints because school was faculty and staff angry has
about to begin, the committee been the wait for the equip
ment as well as the equipment
met for only a week.

being second-hand, and not
new.
"I was under the
impression that the equip
ment was new," said VicePresident of Student Life,
Judith Chambers. Psychology
Professor Doug Matheson
stated, "It's obvious that they
(UOP) didn't spend as much
on students as they did for the
athletes." More than the fact
that the equipment was refur
bished was the fact that the
equipment was supposed to
be delivered August 28, or
"when students arrived at
school."
Baun had his opinion on
the delivery delay saying,
"The University has a choice
of two things: you can take
my name off of there and turn
this over to the Art
Department, or you can get
some equipment and satisfy
the students."
Reasons for the delay of
three weeks and three days
remain unknown. However,
John McBride tried to offer an
explanation. "Companies of
this sort usually want 50% of
the money up front, and then

See Baun, page 3

On Friday, the School of
International Studies held its
eleventh annual Welcome
Dinner, welcoming not only
all its students, but also the
school's new Dean, Margee
Ensign. It was held in the
President's
Room
in
Anderson Hall beginning at
5:30. For half an hour the
reception room was filled
with SIS students and faculty.
People were milling around
the room, saying hello to
everyone and listening to Dr.
Derleth talk about his adven
tures on his recent trip to
Bosnia. SIS students seemed
to be a close group and every
one appeared to know just
about everyone else. Students
had no problem conversing
freely with the faculty, laugh
ing and joking about a com
ment someone had made in a
class.
Promptly at 6:00, the doors
opened and everyone filed
into the dining room for din
ner. Approximately 80 stu
dents and members of faculty
were seated at various tables,
with at least one professor at
each table. Dean Ensign stood
up and gave a welcoming
speech shortly before salads
See SIS, page 3
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College Headlines
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McGeorge Law School totals 370 in new
enrollment
SACRAMENTO, Ca. — The first-year class came
in nght at Dean Gerald Caplan's targeted number of 370 with
272 new students enrolled in the Day Division and the 98 in the
Evemng Division. The new class includes the highest percentage of female students ever, 48.6 percent. A quarter-century ago
McGeorge's classes were less than 20 percent, and it wasn't until
a decade ago that female representation reached 40 percent
Minority enrollement is also at an all-time. It has steadily
during the past seven years from 13.3 percent 1992 to more than
Percent this fall. The new class also includes 24 students who
were bom in foreign countries.
Sixty-one percent of the new students are from the University
and California State University systems. Individual schools rep
resented in the first-year class are led by: UC Davis (48 stu
dents), CSU Sacramento (44), UC Santa Barbara (25), CSU Chico
(14), UC Berkeley (12) and the University of the Pacific (10).
McGeorge's current overall enrollment stands at 1,092.

Job market looks promising for grads
Kentucky Kernel (U. Kentucky)
LEMNGTON, Ky. — It's a good year to be graduating, labor
experts say. "This is one of the best employment periods since
J?6 ff^198°S'" 531(1
Kohler, senior associate director at
I VG
T Center J°b growth is continuing in the comput
er field, said Tony Baxter, a UK computer science professor.
ompanies like Procter & Gamble often woo potential recruits
by taking them out to lunch, and the Computer
i^SgfoT^omer06'^
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September 10-16, 1998
Prepared by jerry L Houston
THEFT

Wfasae
Weber Hall
Weymms House
Parking Lot #6 (Quads)
Recital Hall
Psychology Department

Whgrt
Sep 10
Sep 11
Sep 14
Sep 15
Sep 15

Black wallet
Lumber
Parking Permit
Oboe
Bicycle

VANDALISM

Where
Classroom Building
Tennis Courts
Parking Lot #4 (Long Theater)

When
Sep 13
Sep 14
Sep 16

Damage
Bullet through window
Hole cut in gate
Air let out of vehicle
tires

BURGLARY

Where
Stadium Drive

When
Sep 12

Loss
Checkbook

MISCELLANEOUS

Where
President's Room

When
Sep 14

McCaffrey Center
Spanos Center

What
Trespass suspect
arrested
Juveniles revoked
Lost watch

Sep 15
Sep 15

comPanies

Salaries have increased dramatically for all majors in the last
two years, accordmg to the National Association of Colleges and
I 5Tf Nationally, liberal arts majors averaged $27,600 in
' a 15 Percent increase over the previous year. Accounting
majors enjoyed a 9 percent increase to $32,872. Computer scii ence maiors' continually the highest paid graduates, saw a 12
percent increase, with salaries averaging in the upper $30 000s
and into the $40,000*. Some May
uates are reporting salaries up to and over $50,000.

Binge Drinking Forces Change in MIT
Alcohol Policy
Harvard Crimson (Harvard U.)
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - Last fall, MIT made national head
lines when a first-year student died from binge drinking at a
campus fraternity party.
brothers allegedly left him in the basement to
I u frauemity
| choke on his own vomit, and the family is threatening to sue
Ifus year, the elite science and technology school is taking
drastic steps to prevent another tragedy. Before Krueger's
death, says lido Gilon—who presided over the Institute's Interfraterruty Council last year—fraternity life was "very social and
a lot of fun—veiy upbeat." But Gilon says that is no longer the
case, btudents have become aware they have to become a lot
more careful," Gilon says.
MIT now finds itself struggling to redefine how students will
live and spend their time, with a residential system that has a
chenshed history but a reputation for disaster. Vest's new housI ing plan will go into effect as soon as MIT's new $25 million dor
mitory is completed. The building will hold up to 350 students.
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Public Safety officers

°f

f?"nd 14 °Pen

provided 104 hours of foot patrol, 2
windows/doors, provided 7 escorts, assisted 5 strande
P"SO"S ^ d"d tW0 tadividuals
P05scsslri8 ope

en™",!!??3 anY ^ohes about any of the information provided in this report, you ar
17
,Houston' Associate Director of Public Safety at 946-2537 o
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Planning summit to involve
University and community
the pacifican
A planning summit on volunterrism and community
service, "America's Promise,"
will be held at University of
the
Pacific
Thursday,
September 24.
Assistant Provost Heather
Mayne, who co-chairs the
event with Regent Gail Kautz,
said, We want to engage a
diverse community team of
young people, non-profit
organizations, communities of
faith, businesses, schools and
elected officials to set goals
and develop strategies to

energize and organize com
mitments to spark changes in
the Stockton community."
The keynote speech by
Linda Forsyth from the
Commission on Improving
Life Through Serivice will be
held in Faye Spanos Concert
Hall at 10 am. A non-profit
fair and $7.50 barbecue lunch
follow on Atchely Walkway.
Five fundamental resources
for youth developed at the
Volunteerism Summit held in
1997 in Philadelphia will be
discussed, with workshops
scheduled from 2-3:30pm for
each
resource.
These

resources include the follow
ing: a) ongoing relationships
with caring adults, b) safe
places and structured activi
ties to learn and grow, c) a
healthy start for a healthy
future, d) marketable skills
through effective education,
and e) opportunities to serve
A summary session is
planned from 3:30 to 4:30pm.
"We especially hope people
from throughout the commu
nity will be able to attend this
planning summit," Mayne
said.
For additional information,
call (209) 946-2553.
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STUDY British diplomat to speak here at UOP
ASIA
. _

—.
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ALEX ZAMANSKY
News Editor

SYRACUSE
ABROAD
IN

HONG KONG
SYRACUSE
ABROAD
IN

HONG KONG
STUDY-TRAVEL
IN CHINA
BUSINESS &
LIBERAL ARTS
COURSES
GENEROUS
GRANTS &
SCHOLARSHIPS
STUDY
IN ENGLISH
INTERNSHIPS

Sir Marrack Goulding,
British Diplomat and former
Under-secretary to the United
Nations for Peacekeeping
Operations will speak here at
Pacific on Monday, September
28 as part of the Eyewitness to
History lecture series.
The lecture, which is set to
begin tentatively at 5:30pm in
the Faye Spanos Concert Hall
is free and open to the public.
Sir Goulding's lecture is enti
tled, "Duck for Cover: Eleven
Years of Peacekeeping in the
UN," and will describe his
service and role when he
worked for the United
Nations. Sir Goulding was
named Head of Peacekeeping
Operations as well as Under
secretary of the UN in 1986.
He directed actions in such
countries
as
Namibia,
Cambodia,
Angola,

SIS

Continued from page 1

were eaten. She first wel
comed new and transfer stu
dents, following with return
ing students, and then stu
dents who spent last semes
ter abroad. The welcome
then extended to various
alumni who were visiting.
Dean Ensign also announced
the presence of Isabelle
Wilson, the wife of the late
George Wilson, and her
daughter. George Wilson
was a benefactor of the
School
of
International
Studies and now the home of

Mozambique, El Salvador and
the former Yugoslavia.
Sir Goulding's background
includes service as the Under
secretary General for political
affairs in the United Nations,
leading activities in disarma
ment, electoral assistance and
peacekeeping. He served as
Counselor and Head of
Chancery at the United
Kingdom's Mission to the UN
from 1979 to 1983. He was
also an alternate representa
tive on the UN's Security
Council, as well as President
of the Trusteeship Council in
1981 and 1982.
Sir Goulding was knighted
last year and has been warden
of St. Antony's College in
Oxford since October 1, 1997.
He now serves on the boards
of Stockholm International
Peace
Research,
the
International Peace Academy
in New York and Cedar Crest
College in Allentown, Pa
A A .. .
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the school bears his name.
Dean Ensign finished her
welcome with a "Bon
appetite," and everyone
began to eat. Each table had a
camera at it and everyone
was requested to use up the
film in order to have pictures
to put on the SIS webpage, a
relatively new addition to the
UOP webpage.
Cameras
were clicking and flashes
were flashing all over the din
ing room and the room was
filled with amiable chatter
from the different tables.
Junior Tim Chansy remarked,
"The topic at my table: buy
ing alcohol, making alcohol,

•••w-v T

f

Sir Goulding coming to UOP to speak on foreign affairs.

and drinking alcohol," sug
gesting that perhaps "the pro
fessors aren't much different
from their students after all."
The main course arrived
with "ooh's and ah's."
Guests dined on swordfish, a
sort of pineapple salsa, a rice
dish, and marinated mixed
vegetables. When the lemon
meringue pie was brought
out, Dean Ensign stood up
again to speak. She spoke of
the uniqueness of the interna
tional studies programs
found at UOP. "The educa
tion you are receiving in SIS
is special and unique," she
said proudly. Dean Ensign

Bairn.

Continued from page 1

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13244-4170
1-800-235-3472
suabroad§syr.edu
http://sumweb.syr.edu/dipa
Dr. Carlos Rangel
Correction
In the 9-17 issue of The
Pacifican Pacific's mascot,
Tommy, was identified
incorrectly as 'Tony'. We
applogize for any confusion
this error caused.

We specialize in sports and auto injuries.
Students welcome to call for free consultation.

The Waterfront Warehouse
445 W. Weber Ave. Ste# 242 • Stockton, CA 95203
Phone: (209) 948-5070
Fax: (209) 948-5995

they are paid the other half
upon delivery. Delivery for
this company was said to
have taken anywhere from
30-60 days after it was
ordered. The fact that we
received it 24 days later is
incredible."
The equipment is here and
the Baun Student Fitness
Center is open. Director of
Student Activities Rick Morat
has said that "the search for a
full-time fitness director is
underway and the position
will be filled no later than the

has taught at both American
University and Georgetown
and has therefore seen other
programs. Sophomore Erin
Murray said, "The dean is
making great changes." One
of those is a CD-ROM that
will be sent to progressive SIS
students in order to get a bet
ter idea of what to expect.
She spoke for a while longer
about her hopes for the
school, then sat down. The
evening was brought to a
close as everyone finished
their dessert and began leav
ing. The eleventh annual SIS
Welcome Dinner was over for
the year.

!

i i
end of
the semester."
Currently there are eight
applications from people
around the community, and
nation. Morat hopes that
"the attitude toward the fit
ness center changes." He
believes it will because of the
new student-focused pro
gramming that will be
installed very soon. One of
the new goals is for the fit
ness center to be open at least
eight hours on Sunday. VicePresident Chambers hopes to
"turn it around and make it a
wonderful place for stu
dents" once and for all.
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Hiqhliqhb from A5U0P senate

exPer'ences

Staff Writer

THE PAC

—

turbulence with new bvlaws

that as Attorney General his
ruhngs were being under-

« ach„„ tha, «,"U IT;!HX'™*

Marzette had taken
Miliar to space given to other
Among the things that were 2Z 0rga™ations; alonS
1110
Bumdge's rcport'to thl Senlto ^rtde'te mlinU b"*** '° accomplished at the meetine
Con
tam
lnforrr
were the confirmation of the tioml iT
.
;a~
emS
eveant
to
finance board nominees
hi -• '
a"d des,|res
enforcing the regulations and
tulings as he made
Marzette also brought UP an of ZT' Cf
laws sef down by SJSP
7 ,n™l'da,«i ^ position, issue that has reached an
Tit. SSOCia ed ^dents."
' 8^00ment also stiPu,at—v.v* w ivvu-nuur tw&^rT, 'ViS impasse, with the Pacifican In ed
ed
that
direct advirtisements
advirtisements
the new constitution, ASUOP
argument he had with ASUOP Marzette as
or editorials would be prohib
President Russel Marzette an "embar
ited from the space. The sena
over his interpretation of the rassment to "•••then thereiTnoTeecf
tors wished for clarification on
bylaws that ASUOP is current us
tor me to be in this
Pacifican give
all."
this section which they
ly using.
t
h
e m a ful1
Referring to
government
described as "vauge".
The first issue involved a his view of
page to print
Senator Peter Adams asked
memo that Marzette sent out being under
w
•* h a ti ce v e r why ASUOP had negoiated
requesting that all press-releas mined
- Tim Burridge, tht>y deemed with the Pacifican over the
by
es and memos go through the Marzette, he
ASUOP Attorney General relevant
full-page the constitution
President. Burridge did not said "...then
Marzette
granted
them. Burridge's reply
elaborate on why this violated
M E N T I O N E D
there
is
no
need
for
me
to
be
in
that
r/,„
P
C
was
that
to not negoiate would
the student law.
this government"
' Tacxfican was opposed set off The Pacifican and pro
(n !
The second issue was
Marzette resnonsed that
i !! because lf violated jour- duce a lose-lose situation on
Marzette's use of the discre
because he hired Burridge, he ft?
'nte8nty am°ng 0ther both sides. He stated that the
tionary funds. It was eventual
section negoiated fell within
Neeoiations
i P
ly determined that Marzette was his superior in these matthe constitution because it was
ters
and
Marzette
wanted
ASUOP
anH
n
n
^
was justified in his actions.
less than a page.
Burridge, in lus reriuirks to
^ ATO^X^££
Adams was not alone in his
- "--^mGi.sucnon, criticism of the negoations.
SMALL PACKAGES

ALEX ZAMANSKY
News Editor

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
$7.50-$8.00/Hr to Start
BPS. Inc.. Is NOW SEEKING men and women to
ha"? tmal1 packaS6S- Must be
Xe to
li t 5?
awe
to lift
50 pounds,
be at least 18 years old end
WOfk M°nday" Fri6ay' 2am'7ar" or

wish to

The Pactf

"boost the power" of /
and that without the
requested by ASUOl
Pacifican had the choice
publish any press-relef
items that ASUOP
AQTICIP war
get out to the public. No
was taken by the Sen
approve or disapprov
agreement reached b'
Marzette administratioi
The Pacifican

Note:

Every ASUOP
meeting is coverec
one of our staff wri
so that UOP stude
are informed of t!
actions made by c
student
government.

Beloved Professor passes awa

=

BIG BUCKS!

10pm

During the debate :
Molly Campbell expre

5pm-

Part-time available shifts
Opportunity for advancement

SHHf"!

-JL

Professor Martin Gipson of
the Psychology Department
died Wednesday, September
16, after a nine-year battle with
cancer. Dr. Gipson was 61.
Professor Ken Beauchamp
said, He was a man with a lot
of power who made a positive
impact on administration, staff,
students, and the community."
Dr. Gipson was a prominent
member staff member of the
university as he was a noted

Tuition assistance after 30 days
• $.50/hr, salary increase after 90 days

Qualified candidates should apply in person
Monday - Friday, 8am - 5pm art
"
RPS, Inc.
3033 Transworld Dr.,
Stockton, CA 95206
EOE/AA

A n FOX Company

"

-

management. Gipson was the
co-author of "Managing Your
Health Care" in 1996 with USA
National Women's Volleyball
Coach Terry Liskevych and
Stockton physidan Dr. Edward
Swillinger.
Startng at OOP h ,965. Dft
•o 1981, He was honored wi*
such awards as the Faye and
, | P™ Distinguished
Teaching Award in 1982 for his
achievement

within^

**
Psycho
ing houts to his s m d e n t e S T '
His research interests were
fPm'
? Malh<son.
design and evaluation ^ , £ memorial service wil
and
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Quote of the
Week
"No actions
are bad in
themseives even murder
can be
justified"
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Twinkle, twinkle, little Starr
On Friday, September 11th,
the report submitted by Ken
Starr to congress went out over
the internet. In what was a vast
feeding frenzy, the internet was
tied in knots with the incredi
ble amount of traffic. This traf
fic turned our information
super highway into a public
access road all day long.
The highly anticipated, long
overdue and extremely expen
sive Starr report is speculated
to make or break the Ginton
presidency. Congress will
determine whether or not
Ginton's "high crimes" justify
an impeachment trial.
Many government officials
have tried to make Ken Starr
out to be a saint, interested in
justice over all else. These peo
ple are no better than Clinton
or Starr. This same saint told
Ginton lawyers there was no
information leak from his office
during the investigation. On
the contrary, not only was there
a leak from his office, but it was
coming from his mouth. Is his
lie any less criminal than that of

the President?
Starr is not interested in jus
tice in the least bit. He is mak
ing a name for himself, and
using the taxpayer's money to
do it. It sounds like he has an
excellent start as a career politi
cian. Digging up dirt and
spending the public's money
are basic requirements for most
politicians.
Starr's apparent lack of scru
ples does not detract from
Clinton's lies in any way.
Ginton lied to the American
public, and told everyone that
he did not have "sexual rela
tions" with Monica Lewinsky.
Only when it became apparent
that he was going to be discov
ered did Ginton admit his guilt
and "apologize" for his decep
tions.
Can the truth still be called
the truth when it is dragged
out of a person? The truth
should be given willingly, the
public should not have to wres
tle it out of their president.
Only when the lies were in
danger of being exposed did

Pacifican edilorals represent the views of a majori
third floor of Hand Hall, or e-mail us at

the President decide it was
time to tell the truth. By this
time, it was too little and too
late. The damage has been
done.
What about the victims in
this political soap opera?
Forget about the key players,
what does this do to the vic
tims? First and foremost are the
First Family, particularly the
President's daughter. The
daughter of a President
receives much unwanted atten
tion just for being the
President's daughter. Add to
this the embarrassment of your
father's private affairs gone
public, available to the entire
country. This could prove to be
a severe distraction to whatev
er private life that Chelsea
Clinton may hope to possess.
How would you feel if every
single friend and aquaintance
knew of your father's wander
ing feet?
Besides Clinton's family, the
most poignant victim has been
the American public. They
have been deceived time and

Brad Franca
Shaun Wakumoto \

Account Representatives Christina Flowers
lamie Reitz
leunifer Schering

again, and have been forced to
foot the bill for the entire inves
tigation. Furthermore, the pub
lic has been held hostage by the
media. There has been no real
coverage outside of the Clinton
affair, which forces the public
to digest this mess.
The Starr report has used
approximately $40 million in
taxpayer money, and that is the
real crime. The public has liter
ally bought all of the lies and
deceptions coming from the
White House and die office of
Ken Starr.
It is time now for two things.
It is time for Ken Starr to be
investigated for his illegal press
leaks during the investigation.
Furthermore, it is time for the
President to do the first noble
thing since entering the White
House. He is no longer capable
of performing his job, as every
body is too preoccupied with
the Lewinsky affair. It is time
for our illustrious leader to
resign, and show some digruty
in a presidency marred with
cover-ups and scandal.

taper editors. What's your view? Mail us a letter, drop one off at our office on the
. All letters must be signed and include a
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Subscribe
• A year subscription to the Pacifican costs
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money order to us at the address below,
attn: Subscriptions
Contact Us
•The Pacifican is located on the third floor

f <i

of Hand Hall (above K UOP). Office hours
are Monday through Friday. 8am to 5 pin.
Main (209) 946-2115
Adivrtising: (209) 946-2114
Facsimile: (209) 946-2195
Mail: 3601 Pacific Avenue,
Stockton, CA 95211
email: "Pacifican@uop.edu"
The Pacifican is partially sponsored by ASUOP
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The weekly rant:

Amish fail to escape crime
SCOTT SWITZER
Opinion Editor
In Pennsylvania this week
police are carrying out one
of the most unorthodox
undercover investigations in
recent history. In response to
a recent outbreak of attacks
on local Amish residents, the
police will go undercover in
horse-drawn buggies in an
attempt to catch assailants
responsible for these attacks.
When an incident occurs,
the police will radio from
the buggy to additional offi
cers hidden ahead.
It is refreshing to see
police going the extra step to
prevent these attacks, but
why is this necessary? What
cause would any person
have to attack people of the
Amish culture? The only

reason would be pure stu
pidity.
The Amish live outside of
the influence of the modern
world. They are peace-lov
ing and self-sustaining. If
they are to be attacked on
rare visits to our world, is it
no wonder they prefer life
away from all of the idiots
who reside here?
Since the first human soci
ety, this culture has been
happiest when there is an
outcast sect. It is human
nature to gossip and lie. It is
my belief that the Amish are
now being used as an out
cast society, and violence is
the best way to show some
one you disapprove of their
existence.
Can America be called a
civilization when there are
so
many
uneducated

morons among its popula
tion? Why must someone
who is different be constant
ly reminded of that differ
ence? All people are differ
ent, and it is not up to any
group of people to deter
mine whether this difference
is acceptable or not.
It is time that the illustri
ous in-crowd come down off
there high horse and realize
that everyone is different
and equal. No one person is
better than another because
of the clothes they wear, the
beliefs they practice, or the
lifestyle they lead.
On the contrary, someone
who feels that it is necessary
to point out another's differ
ence is inferior. To point out
another person's differences
is only a way to make up for
your own inadequacies.

UOP Whitewater scandal
SARAH CLASS
Staff Writer
Anyone visiting UOP
might wonder why so many
students have water jugs
sitting outside their dorm
rooms waiting to be filled
by the water people. That is,
they'll wonder until they
take a big gulp of water
from the drinking fountain
and spit the rotten, sulfurtasting fluid back into the
fountain.
Do other universities
have water people and
water jugs that need to be
filled? These water jugs cost
the students seven dollars
per month to rent the cooler,
and each jug of water costs
an additional six dollars.
Most students that I've
talked to go through two
jugs per month, so the
approximate cost for drink
ing water is twenty dollars
per month (in a two person
room).
Rather than pay this
twenty dollars, my room
mate and I decided that we
would Simply fill up water
bottles from the Elbert
Covell water jugs. The first

time I tried this, the cafete
ria lady told me that I was
only allowed to fill up one
small water bottle. I had
intended to fill two small
ones and a large one. I could
eat as many hot dogs and
hamburgers as I liked, but I
had better not touch that
water.
I complied with the cafe
teria worker's wishes and
continued to fill only one
water bottle at a time, until
last Sunday when they
filled the water jugs with
tap water. This was a very
vicious and sneaky thing for
them to do. I, an innocent
person who requires water
in order to sustain my life,
opened my water bottle and
started drinking what 1
thought was regular, unfa
vored water. I quickly dis
covered that this was rotten
UOP sulfur water.
Any other college proba
bly could have pulled of the
purified water/ tap water
switch without anyone
noticing, but at UOP it is
quite obvious. Where was I
to get drinkable water? 1
could just suck it up and
drink the tap water, I could

ride my bike to the grocery
store, or I could go to the
Summit and buy some
water there. I decided to try
the Summit.
A small bottle of water (5
liters) costs a dollar at the
summit. This is a blatant
rip-off. The Summit people
know that students have to
buy water there, so they
charge a whopping dollar
for a bottle of water. At SMart, a gallon of water costs
only seventy-nine cents. But
hauling large water bottles
to and from campus on a
bike is difficult and should
n't be necessary.
Drinking water is a com
modity which should be
provided for free by the uni
versity. Our tuition is
enough that we shouldn't
have to worry about filling
up water bottles, purchas
ing water jugs and dis
pensers, riding our bikes
across town in search of
cheap water, and spending
our money on expensive
water at the Summit.
Either UOP needs to
refine our source of water,
or water jugs should be
freely accessible to students.

Want To Make A
Difference in the World

Start Here at UOP
Become a Resident Assistant
Or a Student Adviser
Positions Available for the 1999-2000 Academic Year
Applications are Available in Bannister Hall

Resident Assistants:
Office of Residential Life and Housing 2nd Floor
946-2331

Student Advisers:
Student Advising Center 1st Floor
946-2177

Deadline: Monday, October 12
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Discontent in the library
A.D. (his tone no longer in angry calls that never came, I
to
ponder
keeping with his PR script): happened
President
DeRosa's
picture
After discovering that Haven't you seen the lawn in
on
the
front
page
of
that
your layout emblazoned my front of Knoles Hall? The
same
issue
of
the
Pacifican.
type
of
weed
they're
grow
name and phone number in a
sidebar (closely bordering ing there doesn't come What's he doing posing in
the KUOP logo and deliber cheap, you know. The uni front of all those books? I
ately associating me with versity had to pay big bucks thought this was UOP's tech
another lightning rod of cam for a special sprinkling sys nology president. Shouldn't
pus outrage), I stayed near tem to keep those weeds he be posing by computer
my phone all day on Friday alive. The administration screens loaded with glitzy
waiting to field calls from promised us that after the web pages? Doesn't he read
angry students registering weeds are rooted well his own Mission, Vision,
their indignation over the enough to survive a Stockton Priorities document, which
Library's new(?) policy of summer, they'll try to divert puts campus Information
Technology right near the
some money to the Library.
charging for printing.
J: And you'll use the extra top of our goals? How can he
Not one person called.
Nevertheless, I put the cash for printing supplies smugly report on progress
university's
made
time attending my silent and scrap your vendacard the
toward
its
ambitions,
while
system,
right?
phone to good use compos
framed
by
such
regressive
A:
(tossing
aside
his
PR
ing a public relations script
to explain the Library's script entirely) No, I'll use it symbols as book covers? We
unpopular new(?) printing to pay for a new phone can afford to hire a new Chief
extension for myself and Information Officer, but we
policy:
Jane Student (in a very then lie to the Pacifican about can't buy our President a
angry voice): 1 pay $20,000 a my number whenever they high-end laptop to use as a
prop for his photo ops?
year to attend this overblown do a story on the Library!
Not only do I write wellJ:
You're
rude
and
a
jerk!
with brick and ivy institu
tion—who do you think you Let me talk to someone crafted PR scripts for han
who's more in charge of the dling controversial issues,
are charging me 7 cents?
but I can suggest ways to
Asst. Dean of the Library Library than you.
A: Fine, I'll transfer you to pose the President so he per
(sounding more rational that
sonifies a more effective tech
he really is): Actually, of the the Dean!
nology example for the cam
A
(mimicking
the
voice
of
$20K a year you pay, the
pus. You and the President's
a
female
administrator):
Hi,
Library only gets $480 and
office
can contact me for my
this
is
the
Dean
of
Libraries,
we use that money to buy
books, journals, and comput Jean Purnell. How may I help services next time DeRosa's
due to appear on the front
er databases for you stu you?
J: Your Asst. Dean is a jerk. page.
dents. There's none left over
One last comment prompt
A: (still mimicking, only in
for paper, toner, printers.
ed
by this printing matter:
Jane: Well, you must be a more disgustingly concilia
Do
something about Alex
doing a shoddy job of man tory tone): So you're calling
Zamansky,
please. Not only
about
the
Pacifican's
erro
aging that $480 if you can't
should
your
news editor not
neous
report
that
the
Library
stretch it across printing sup
plies for students—it would began charging this Fall for rely on his own newspaper
only cost you 7 cents a page, printing. Actually, for several for his information, but he
years now the Library has should have a better grasp of
as you say.
Asst. Dean: Costs of paper charged 7 cents a page for basic syntax: "...charging
and printing supplies are anything copied in the people seven cents to print a
increasing. Plus, publishers library, whether by photo page for using the computers
there." The Library doesn't
of journals and databases copier or computer printer.
make
people print in
J: I still say your Asst.
keep raising their prices at
exchange
for using the com
more than 3 times the annual Dean's a jerk.
puters—students
use the
A
(abandoning
all
verbal
rate of inflation, so as much
computers
for
free;
we
disguise):
Fine—take
your
as the library tries to stretch
charge
only
for
the
printing.
I
$20,000
and
your
7
cents
and
its budget, each year it ends
to CSU—Stanislaus, also provide syntax tutoring.
up buying less and less for go
Stockton! They don't charge You can have Alex contact
the same money.
J: Don't give me that for printing; from what I hear me for my services once I'm
bureaucratic smokescreen they don't even have printers done advising DeRosa on his
technological makeover.
about journal prices. Why yet! [hangs up abruptly].
Anyhow, excellent PR tool
can't you get the university
Ron L. Ray
to give the Library more of though it may be, this script
Asst.
Dean,
Library
my tuition dollars so that I languishes unused on my
don't have to pay for print desk.
But while waiting for
ing too?
Letter to the Editor:

Question of the week
COMPILED BY JOE DEVERA

Who would you rather see fired,
Clinton or Starr?
"Starr, because
there's some things
in the government
that shouid be left
alone."
-Julie Noriega
Freshman
"Clinton, because
he's supposed to be
the role model of
the US. He's not
portraying the
right attitude."
-Nancy Chu
Freshman
mr?

M

"Clinton, He's a
liar!"
-fanel Rood
Sophomore

"Starr. Americans
should not be
putting their face
in other people's
business."
-Ashlee Williams
Junior

"Starr, because he's
a pain!"
-Jason Williams
Senior

NION.
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Callison land may yield a coffee shop for Pacific

JOSEPH
JOSEPH DE VERA
Staff Writer

While walking through the
Quads, I noticed an area
behind Bechtel International
Center, fenced off and cov
ered with tarp. The first
thought that came to mind
was, "what a waste of land".
My next thought was, "UOP
could use this space and
build something for the stu
dents".
Well, UOP has taken the
initiative to rebuild on the
land where Callison Dining
Hall once stood. After a dev
astating fire that burned
down the dining hall in 1995,
the school collected the
insurance money, and the

land was left untouched.
Plans were in effect to use the
empty space to rebuild
another
establishment.
Moreover, a planning com
mittee was formed to decide
what the best use for the land
was.
The committee assessed
student interests to decide
upon the most effective
establishment that students
would enjoy. Student repre
sentative
and
ASUOP
Engineering Senator, Matt
Dunsdon, served on the com
mittee. "Another food estab
lishment was considered, but
the dining facilities are ade
quate right now," stated
Dunsdon. Many ideas were
discussed and considered,
1 *111if
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such as a student pub and
dance club. Finally, it was
decided that a coffee shop
would be the best type of
establishment for the stu
dents.
"The coffee shop would be
a good place for students to
hang out," said Dunsdon.
The coffee shop will include
many features. There will be
a patio area so that students
have the option of talking
and drinking coffee outside
while enjoying the nice
weather. Also, the coffee
shop will have the option of
hosting bands and other
types of entertainment.
The committee has also
considered the hours of stu
dent use. Supposedly, stu
am™^

.i

1

i

l

i

i

»it

i

« •

dents will be able to use the
coffee shop in the evenings
while administration and
other groups may use it dur
ing the mornings for meet
ings and other business. An
advantage for students is that
the coffee shop will stay open
later than The Summit. In
addition, if students want to
escape from the quiet hours
enforced in the residence
halls, they can go to the cof
fee shop, listen to some
music, and talk all they want.
Construction
drawings
have begun but the school is
still in the process of finding
contractors after sending out
bids to several. "We expect
construction to begin some
time
this fall.
nine inis
ran. . . The
ine coffee
cottee

shop will probably open bN
next school year."
The coffee shop is a grea
idea. It gives students th<
option of spending mor<
time with friends and meet
ing new people. Student:
who don't drive will find i
very convenient to escapt
into a nice, relaxing, environ
ment.
The coffee shop will be £
great accomplishment foi
UOP. Many students com
plain of boredom on campus
This type of establishment
will also appeal to prospec
tive students. Lastly, the cof
fee shop will encourage stu
dents to stay on campus in a
fun, safe, and entertaining
environment
environment.

Androstenedione: Did it hit those home runs?

ALEX ALDRICH
Staff Writer

testosterone in the body, aid
ing in more rapid muscle
growth when coupled with
I'm likely encroaching on weight training.
C. Colton's domain by writ
Some wonder where the
ing on such a sport-oriented FDA enters the picture. Well,
subject as the home run race, it doesn't. The FDA is no
but I have an opinion on this. longer able to regulate the
Hence, Opinion Section.
"dietary
supplements"
Well, as of two weeks ago, industry,
of
which
Mark McGwire is the new androstenedione is a part.
king of the four base shuffle, Hence, your five year old
having danced it twice more brother could proceed to
often than Maris, and the purchase several hundred
Babe barely worthy of men grams, provided the gump
tion at this point. This most tion, from your local neigh
highly coveted of baseball borhood supplement suppli
records being broken is the er.
crown jewel atop what is
Stockton's Max Muscle,
already being named the best just north of campus on
season in the game's history, Pacific, can't seem to keep
but the act is being discredit the stuff on their shelves long
ed by those who feel that Big enough to price it. Wives
Mac used a crutch to get often come in looking for
there. I beg to differ.
"that Mark McGwire stuff,"
Amongst other intrusions wanting also to have a hus
on the privacy of Mark band with arms like tree
McGwire,
a
meddling trunks.
reporter saw fit to break into
Androstenedione's sales
Mac's locker to see what have easily surpassed that of
wonders could be found. Max Muscle's next most pop
Amongst various athletic ular supplement, creatine questionable supplements,
articles was discovered monohydrate. It is worth and gauge the "real" talent of
androstenedione, a legal mentioning that Sammy all athletes contingent on
steroid banned by the NFL Sosa, tied neck and neck with what they take? If so, then no
and
the
International Mac at this point in the race records can truly have been
broken after muscle enhanc
Olympic Committee.
for final record, uses creatine ing supplements were intro
Professional baseball per in his attempt to bulk up.
duced decades ago. One
mits its use, like it or not.
So, do we discredit must also consider that the
"Andro," much like illegal McGwire's accomplishment
steroids, boosts levels of as the result of his use of hitting of homeruns is not a
skill acquired from muscular

bulk, but from hand-eye
coordination and proper
swing mechanics. If the for
mer were true, then the build
of pro baseball players
would resemble that of NFL
linesmen.
In McGwire's first year of
baseball, when he was about
half his current size, he
knocked 49 balls out of the

park, Oakland being a park
famed for its difficulty to
homer in. Hitting out 49 in a
season is something few
players do in any year of
their careers. Mark McGwire
could do so with the best of
them
long
before
androstenidone came along,
so lets not take away the
man's achievement.

ME T R O
T H E

RANDI KAY STEPHENS
METRO EDITOR
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jeanie Snell: Phi Delta Theta's new conscience
LARA ZAMANSKY
Staff Writer
There are many different
jobs a student could have
here at the University of the
Pacific. Students can find
job opporunities within the
dining halls, library, the
Tiger grocery store, the
Pacifican or the residential
houses. One of the most
interesting places to be
employed is the Residential
Life and Housing as a resi
dential assistant or better
known as an R.A
The life as a R.A. is a chal
lenging one. They are in
charge of making sure their
residents are safe and fol
lowing the rules. It seems
pretty easy when it comes
to freshman who are new to

the hall, but can you imag
ine being a head resident of
a fraternity?
Jeanie
Snell
never
thought she would go from
being a R.A at Casa Werner
to becoming in charge of
over forty guys at the
Pacific House, the home of
Phi Delta Theta. Snell defi
nitely accepted a big chal
lenge but she is also having
a lot of fun! Snell likes the
all-male atmosphere as they
are always keeping her
busy with the activities of
the house.
Snell grew up in San
Diego, but she is an east
coast girl at heart. She loves
skiing in Maine, where she
worked at a ski resort for
seven years. While she was
working in Maine, she

Snell, friend Si RA to <J>AQ.

decided that she wanted to
go back to school.
Snell
already received her MA in
education in Counseling
Psychology from California
Lutheran University, which
is half the size of UOP..
Snell wanted to be involved

and make a difference in
people's lives, so she came
to UOP and applied at the
School of Education.
While she is finishing
her education, Snell is
enjoying life with the Phi
Delt boys. Snell's main
responsibility as Head
Resident is safety for the
Phi Delts that live in the
house, the safety of the peo
ple visiting the house, and
the security of the property
itself. Overall, Snell feels
she has a responsibility to
the boys so that they always
know that she is there to lis
ten to any problems that
they may have or just to be
a friend to hang out with
Snell likes to being a part
of her resident's lives. Her
favorite part about being a

H. R. is knowing that she
has impacted someone's
life. She knows she has
done the best she could
when past residents have
visited her and thanked her
for being there for them.
The only down part to
being a H.R. for Snell is a
policewoman and some
one's conscience when the
person knows better than to
do something distasteful.
The words that get Snell
through the day are "that
which does not kill me,
makes me stronger." Snell
applies these words to her
every action and she
believes that her actions
have been for the best. As
an RA Snell has affected the
lives of all her reidents and
friends here on campus.

College of Pacific leads the University
R.K STEPHENS
Metro Editor
In a search for leadership on
the UOP campus, one should
ook no further than the
College of Pacific (COPA).
COPA is a team of leaders
who "actively promote the idea
of a citizen leader by represent
ing student ideas, fostering stu
dent and faculty interaction
beyond the classroom, provid
ing leadership opportunities
and facilitating communication
between students and the colege," advises COPA President,
Melissa Durkin.
Objectives set forth by the
COPA leadership organization
are enforced by the key officers.
These officers "have been a
great source of help and enthu
siasm. Abby Thompson, Vice
President, Megan Welty, Office
Manger, Doug Stallaris and
Mike
Phillips,
Junior
Representatives,
Lauren
Hallibarton,
Sophomore
Representative,
Andrew
Pitcher
(Courses
and
Standards), Dan Borlik, and
Becky Beal, Faculty Adviser,"
says Durkin, "have participat-

ed above and beyond their addressing issues such as
resume writing and Internet
duties."
New projects are the focus use. A COPA newsletter will
for this elite team. Durkin also be distributed this semes
ter. It will fea
emphasized the
ture COPA busi
goals of the
ness, club high
group that vary
lights, a fresh
from previous
man perspec
years. She stat
tive, and the
ed "we want to
Dean's remarks.
conduct
a
COPA offi
G e n e r a l
cers
have the
Education
opportunity
to
Survey which
be
a
part
of
fac
would review
ulty committees
the current GE
such as Courses
classes offered
and Standards,
and rate them
H o n o r s ,
according
to Melissa Durkin
^
content, reading, note-taking, Curriculum, and COP council
overall difficulty and other as a representative of the stu
essential criteria. We would dent body with a voting privipublish the results the next legeSupport is growing within
spring." It is also a future
the
COPA student body, as
endeavor to start a campus
shown
by the number of stuwide recycling
program.
COPA is considering sponsor- dents participating in events
ship of coffee nights.
like the Spring Barbecue and
Convocation.
"1 am really excit
Students voted on which
projects were best at the recent ed this year because there is a
Activities Fair. The GE survey great group of officers repre
was advocated by the most stu senting COPA. As a team, we
are pushing to motivate the students.
In the works are workshops dent body," exclaimed the pres-

ident.
Responsibilities of the lead
ership organization are hefty,
and the largest efforts are
towards funding campus orga
nizations. More than 20 clubs
are funded through COPA
Requests and forms may be
picked up at the COPA in
Wendell Phillips Center, office
138
To become involved in the
COPA leadership students
should contact the COPA office
at 946-2304 and attend a meet
ing if they are genuinely inter
ested. COPA meetings are held
bi-monthly,
every
other
Monday at 8 PM in the WPC
conference room. The group's
next meeting will be held on
September 28
Currently
the
Honor
Faculty,
Sophomore
Representative, and three
Freshman Representative posi
tions are available. These
opportunities are recommend
ed for full-time undergraduate
COP students.
"This year should be a turn
ing point for COPA, we will get
out there, make a difference,
and have fun," said Durkin.

Feeling
nervous
VIRGINIA LUCHETTI
Guest Writer
Wondering what to do?
Want to talk with someone,
but feeling afraid? Now
there is service just for you.
Beginning next week, the
Pacifican will start a new
column,
Campus
Connection, that gives you
the opportunity to ask the
Counseling Center staff
advice on what to do about
your situation. If you have
a particular concern, just
write a short note describ
ing your situation. Send it
to the Counseling Center Attention:
Campus
Connection. The note can
be anonymous if you wish.
If you prefer to send an email, please send it to
Anelise Krause, Counseling
Center office manager at
akrause@uop.edu. If you
are on the Groupwise email system, her address is
simply akrause. Be assured
See Nervous, page 11

—
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Counselor solves the mystery ' Vanities'' to open
75th season at UOF

VTRCIMIA
I IirHCTTi
VIRGINIA LUCHETTI
Guest Writer

This article is being written
as a correction to previous
Pacifican articles in which
there was some incorrect
information written about the
Counseling Center.
Ask Ernie Hermosisima,
one of the doctoral interns at
the Counseling Center, how
things are going, and you will
get a smile as he describes the
new director, Dr. Susan
Williams-Quinlan.
"Dr.
Quinlan is a very easy person
to talk to. She has a way
about her that makes you feel
very welcome." Dr. Alice
Mayall, Assistant Director of
the Counseling Center, enjoys
working with Dr. WilliamsQuinlan. According to Dr.
Mayall,
"Dr.
WilliamsQuinlan brings enthusiasm
and a wonderful sense of
humor to UOP. Most important of all, she has excellent
experience working with colege stu ents.
Anelise

Stakes?X?35
she has been particularly
impressed by Dr. WilliamsQuinlan's "strong motivation
to make connections with
administrators and students
on campus." Anelise said,
Dr. Williams-Quinlan seems

,

-

...........

publication, "Guidelines for
Treating
Women
in
Psychotherapy" can be found
in the Psychologist's Desk
Reference. While here at UOP,
she hopes to increase aware
ness of the Counseling Center
services so that students can
access them for personal
growth and development.
For Dr. Williams-Quinlan,
the highest priority is providina C* nlaro
J
1_
ing a place where students
feel free to come when they
feel sad, stressed, angry, over
whelmed, or scared. She
wants students to know that
the Counseling Center can
help if relationships are falling
apart. It is the place to come
when students feel confused
about their goals, feel like
they need help with a drink
ing or drug problem, or to
find out if they have a learning disability. The Counseling
Center staff can help with
body image problems, eating
disorders, family issues or sit
nations involving abuse.
Although the Counseling

~

Center, but will also have the
opportunity to meet many
sensitive, caring profession
als. Just a short walk over the
footbridge from the main
campus, the Counseling
Center is in the Cowell Health
Center building. In addition
to individual confidential
counseling, the Counseling
Center provides support and
therapy groups. The staff psy1 • ...
_
chiatrist, Dr." Dennis Rupel,
conducts psychiatric evalua
tions. He can assist with med
ications that help people cope
with sadness and anxiety. If a
student thinks he or she might
have a learning problem, one
of the psychologists or interns
can assess the likelihood of
learning disability, ADHD
(attention-deficit hyperactivi
ty disorder) or personality dif
ficulties. There is a modest fee
for assessment services.
The Counseling Center is
open every day, Monday
through Friday from 8:30 a.m.
to 5:00 p.m. The phone is
answered
24-hours aa dav
answered 24-hours
day, '7

Centerprovides"uBa «•£EtaL~
serv,ces' most

of which are
free of charge, it is not the best
source of information for aca
demic, career or financial
advice.
Dr. Williams-Quinlan is
determined that students will
not only
the neip
help tnev
they
uiuy find
una me
need 3t the UOP Counseling

Ve7J°f""
eniT
ence on fb
the students.
Dr.
Williams-Quinlan
comes to UOP from the
University of Scranton in
Pennsylvania, where she was <P
Director of the University
Counseling Center for 8
years. She was also an assis
tant professor in psychology.
At Scranton, she was most
noted for chairing the Sexual
Assault Response Team and 4>
for revising their Sexual
Assault policy. She was also
seen as a strong advocate for <I>
gay, lesbian and bisexual stu
dents. In fact, she co-facilitat- <D
ed a gay, lesbian, bisexual
support group. She has an
impressive clinical back
ground with experience in
A
several university counseling
centers, hospitals, community
clinics and a residential treat A
ment center. Her most recent <P

sional mental health emergen• that arise.
•
cies
For appoint
ments, please call 946-2225.
Anelise Krause, our helpful
and highly knowledgeable
office manager, is usually the
one to answer calls. Feel free
to ask her any questions you
might have.

Department of
Theatre Arts

The
Department
of
Theatre Arts is excited to
open their 75th season with
a comedy by Jack Heifner
called Vanities. The play
follows the lives of three
women. In the opening act.
it is 1963 and the women
are highschool cheerleaders
discussing the trivial matters in life; such as who's
dating who, how to pep up
the crowd, and of course,
the theme of the football
dance. In the next act, it is
1968 and the three women
are sorority girls anticipat
ing graduation. Mary has
earned the pleasure of sex,
SCathy has had her heart
broken and Joanne has got
ten engaged to her highschool
boyfriend.
Regardless, the importance
of their lives revolves
around spring rush and the

theme of the sorority skit,
In the third act, it is 1974

through a tea party togeth
er. The play is called
Vanities because of the
three vanities at the back oi
the stage that the worner
retreat to during intermis
8HH
l6 the audience
sion, HH(
allowing
to witness their changing
lives as the time changes,
Vanities will be directed
and designed by the heat
of the Theatre Arts depart
ment, Peter Lach. Betl
Henderson, who was mos
recently seen as Chacha
UOP's
productior
of'Grease" will portray
Kathy. Rebecca Sponscller
who played the title role
last January in UOP's pro
duction
of'Little
Red
Riding Hood,7' will portray
Joanne. Shannon Darin,
who was most recently seen
in UOP's production of" A
Little Night Music" as
Petra, will portray Mary.
Vanities will' be per
formed October 9, 10, 16,

and 17at8:OOp.m., Octobe

11 and 18 at 5:00 p.m., a n t
and the women have not October 17 at 2:30 p.m.
seen each other in many Performances take place on
years. They meet in Kathy's the south side of the UOP
garden apartment in New campus, in the DeMareus
York and find that the Brown Studio Theatre.
changes in their lifestyles Tickets can be obtained
rave driven them so far through the UOP Box
apart that it's difficult sit Office at 946-2UOP.
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The women of Alpha Phi
would like to congratulate
their newest members.
Welcome Home!
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Cathy Olson
Ellie Thormahlen

We love you!r
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Raffle, Music,
& Fun in the Sun
Free Admission
October 4,1998
1:00 pm - 4:00 pm
Chris Kjeldsen Pool

IEPTEMBER 24, 1998

SUOP: Students
:erving students
By now many of you are
'robably settled in and feelg comfortable about your
econd home here at UOP.
)n belialf of the 50 officers
nd employees of ASUOP we
muld like to thank the
acifican for our very own
reekly column. As part of
lis column, we hope to
ring you all sorts of inforlation on your student govrnment and the services it
rovides for you, the student,
rst of all, for all of you
eshmen and transfer stuents, let us explain to you a
ttle about the Associated
udcnts of the University of
e Pacific otherwise known
ASUOP. We are your stu?nt government.
Each one of you pays a
52.50 fee every semester to
e Associated Students. This
oney, when added comes to
ughly $307,000. This
oney, through a complicatbudgetary process, is
signed by us to student
ganizations throughout the
mpus as well as throughit our office.
Our government is comised of three branches, the
diciary, the legislative and
e executive branches, much
e the American govement. Much of the legislative
anch's time is spent advoting for your needs to the
liversity administration,
rulty and staff. A large part

P 0

of the executive branch's time
is spent planning various
types of events such as the
showing of Austin Powers
during Back-To-School Week,
as well as the bands you see
at noon on Thursdays in the
McCaffrey Center and even
lectures and weekend trips at
discount prices. Through our
office we also run an on-campus student radio station
known as KPAC 88.3 (Cable)
FM, as well as Tiger's
Grocery, located in the
McCaffrey Center and the
ASUOP Annex located in the
quonset huts facing hand hall
lawn.
If any of you are interested
in making money, getting
involved in planning events,
or you are an opinionated
student wishing UOP was a
better place, stop by. Our
office is located in the
McCaffrey Center across
from the Summit or check out
our
website
at:
www.uop.edu/student/
asuop.
THIS WEEK IN ASUOP:
Many of you have yet to pick
up your stickers. Come by
during office hours and get
the sticker you need for
admittance to athletic and
ASUOP events. On the sub
ject of KPAC, we are still
looking for DJ's. If you are
interested in getting your
own show on radio come on
by. No experience is needed.

Z A B X A E O T K A M N o n e p i K
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DC internships available

MARISSA JOHNSON
Guest Writer
In today's competitive job
market college graduates are
faced with increasing difficul
ty finding a job in their field of
choice. Students however can
establish a considerable edge
by participating in an acade
mic internship program. In
fact a 1996 survey of The
National Association of
Colleges and Employers
found that "70 percent of
employers require new hires
to have had an internship or
other job training."
The University of the
Pacific's
Career
and
Internship Center provides
outstanding internship oppor
tunities. One of the most
exciting possibilities is an
internship in Washington D.C.
On Thursday October 1,
UOP will be hosting Dr. Gene

Alpert; Vice President of
Academic Affairs for The
Washington Center.
Dr. Alpert will be on cam
pus to discuss the application
and placement process for
those interested in an intern
ship in our nations capital. At
12:00 on October 1, Alpert will
be meeting with students in
the McCaffrey Center Pine
Room. All students and facul
ty are welcome.
Alpert will be giving sever
al class presentations includ
ing an 11:00 meeting with stu
dents in the Bechtel center.
Additionally Alpert will be
available for private student
meetings from 3:00 to 4:30.
For more information, or to
schedule a meeting contact
Jody Smith of the Career and
Internship
Center
in
McConchie Hall (946-2273).
Internships in Washington
are not just for political sci

ence majors. According to
The Washington Center,
"During our summer 1998
term, over 65 percent of pro
gram participants were not
political science majors." The
Washington Center can place
students everywhere from the
Smithsonian to the Children's
National Medical Center to
the US Attorney's Office to
CNN
or
even
the
Environmental
Protection
Agency.
Students of all majors have
to opportunity to be placed as
an intern in a suitable acade
mic field, gain invaluable real
world experience and live in
Washington DC. Dr. Norman
Smith, President of Wagner
College remarked, " While not
a requirement for graduation,
internship experiences are
increasingly important a col
lege prerequisite as the cours
es required for graduation."

Discover your career passion

BUD SWANSON
Guest Writer

Two popular Lifelong
Learning classes? "Career
Assessment" and "Goal
Setting," are offered again
this fall. "These two classes
are useful for people at any
stage of their career and espe
cially for students who are
thinking about life after col
lege," said instructor Martha
Schuster, Assistant Director
of Pacific's Career and
Internship Center. Instructor
Bud
Swanson,
Special
Projects Coordinator for
Nn A Lifelong Learning and a pri
pinning. We thank all of ^ vate career consultant says,
the people who came to ^ "These two classes will assist
our events. If you were E students in developing their
career path, help them
unable to become a member, we invite you to join y achieve their ideal career, and
next semester.
_ learn how to conduct an
Delta Delta Delta
* effective job search. "
In "Career Assessment,"
Congratulations to our ^
Schuster
and Swanson will
newestmembersofDelta P
Delta Delta. We extend 0
those congratulations to rr Nervous.
Alpha
Phi,
Delta ~ Continued from page 9
Gamma, and Kappa
Alpha Theta for an excel- N that all mail that we receive
lent informal rush too.
M will be treated with the
utmost
confidentiality.
A Your name will never be

Greek Life

Alpha Kappa Lambda
We would like to thank
RHA for sposoring an
.lcohol Awareness semiar at our house on
uesday night. AKL will
fce hosting this event
|annually, and would like
o see more clubs, and
l-esidential communities
|become involved.
Alpha Phi Omega
A-Phi-O is sponsoring
a service project this
Saturday. Following the
event will be our pledge

t

METRO.

help students assess their val
ues, skills, interests and per
sonality and develop a career
portfolio. In "Goal Setting,"
students will develop a plan
to achieve personal and pro
fessional goals and learn to
conduct an effective job
search campaign. Schuster
recommends that students
take "Career Assessment"
before taking "Goal Setting."
"Career
Assessment"
meets Friday, October 2, 6:0010:00 p.m.; Saturday, October
10, 9:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.; and
Sunday, October 11, 9:00 a.m.2:00 p.m. The cost is $85 plus
a $20 materials fee for one
unit extended education
credit.
"Goal Setting" meets
Friday, October 23, 6:00-10:00
p.m.; Saturday, October 24,
9:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.; and
Sunday, October 25,9:00 a.m.2:00 p.m. The cost is $85 plus
a $5 materials fee for one unit

extended education credit.
Also this month, you can
still enroll in "Beginning
Italian, I st Semester." The
multi-media technique used
in this class is designed to
help students learn to read,
write and speak Italian easily.
The class meets Mondays and
Wednesdays, September 28
through November 23, 4:006:00 p.m.
Please note the above class
es are offered on a pass/no
credit basis, but extended
education units do count
toward your degree as electives. For a complete listing of
Lifelong Learning classes for
Fall 1998, pick up a Lifelong
Learning course catalog at the
Registrar's Of fice or at
McConchie Hall or call
Lifelong Learning at (209)
946-2424. To register, stop by
Lifelong
Learning
at
McConchie Hall, 235 W.
Stadium Drive.

used.
Pacifican within two weeks.
We will do our best to As always, if you feel the
answer all your questions need to speak with a coun
as quickly as possible. You selor about your situation,
can usually expect to see please call 946-2225.
your question in the

1 I
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ALENDAR

Monday
September 28 1998

Thursday
October 8 1998

Pre- Dent Club:

Stephen Boyd- Folk Clasic
Rock and a bit of Blues

"Enhancing Management
Skills"

BBQ for all new and old
members!

2103 Pacific Ave.
Call 466-0194

Thursday September
24 1998

Contact Pre- Dent Board
(second floor classroom
building) or Arvin
Mehta at 933-0541

Friday
September 25 1998
"Basic Life Suit. _. _,
Health Care Providers"
8:00 am - 4:30 pm
call 467-6331

St. Joseph's Medical
Center
"No Gain With Pain ..
Clinical Approaches To
Pain Managment
That Work!"
9:00 am- 4:30 pm
call 467-6331

St. Joseph's Medical
Center
Sparkle Jet Band
9:00 pm
$3.00 at the door

Yosemite St. Cafe

"Pilots of Atzlan"
7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
call 932-0511 or Rudy Garcia
463-5710

Mexican Heritage Center

Saturday September
26 1998

Maxwell's Bookmark

Tuesday
September 29 1998
"Guatemala: A photo
graphic Essay"
Tuesday World Forum
12:00-1:00 pm

Bechtel International
Center

8:30 am - 4:30 pm
call 467-6331

St. Joseph's
Center

The Pacifican is currently se®

candidates for the position&
• Advertising Represents
• Distribution Assistant
• Writers for all sections
For more information contact us_s_

Medical

Friday
October 9 1998

Coach Bill Walsh shares
his thoughts on "Finding
The Winning Edge"
6:00 pm - 9:00 pm, Maxwell's
Bookmark
call 466-0194

Thursday
October 1 1998

Tuesday
October 13 1998

"Enhancing Mangement
Skills"

"The Global Classroom'

8:30 am - 4:30 pm,
call 467-6331

Tuesday World Forum
12:00-1:00 pm

Saturday
October 3 1998

Bechtel International
Center

Thursday
October 15 1998

Hayward fob Fair
11:00 am - 4:00 pm,
call 1-999-THE-JOBS

Tuesday
October 6 1998

"Enhancing
Management Skills'

Help Wanted^
RKHPGYSSE"'
;^VTTIJ

1Workers earn up to $700+/ week - all sk
t
lus how! (517) 336-4164 ext.A60431.
^
IChildcare Earn extra $ working convention
(programs. Temp, PITfix. hrs $8.50/hr. Exp. & »l
ICall 800-942-9947.

For Sale

Ichanger, AT, A / C, nice tires, power e v e r y t h i n g
I more! Call (530) 824-3197.
I
1'74 Triumph TR6 Nice, red, $6200. Call Bob O ( |
13687
I Bicycles 6 inexpensive road bikes. Great transpoi
•Many sizes, men's and women's. Possible delix er|
(209)477-5122.

1

8:30 am - 4:30 pm,
call 467-6331

St. Joseph's Medical
Center

"The International
Criminal Court: Prospects
and Pitfalls"
Tuesday World Forum
12:00-1:00 pm

Services
Tense. Hurt,
ling a lack of motivation? A full body massage r
Icertified massage therapist could easily resolve
•problems. Contact Aaron @ (209)942-1134
|for a free consultation.

Bechtel International

Women's Volleyball vs
Long Beach State

"$AN FELIPE
GRILL

7:00pm

Spanos Center

SPICIAL

I
A

I

I
1

Noon to 2 am Everyday

I

Food Served
12-2 pm &
5-9 pm

{

2301 Pacific Avenue
on the Miracle Mile
937-0228

STOCKTON'S ONLY
Drive Thru Espresso

Jolly Good Time!
• Pool
• Darts
•Pinball
•Sports TVs
• World's Best
Microbrews
• Full Bar with
Daily Drink
Specials

AUTHENTIC
NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA
SANDWICHES • FRESH SALADS • SOUT
DRAFT BEER • WINES

2300 W. Alpine Ave
(1 Block From 1-5)
462-6668

ir

lye
far

$2.00 Off
Any Large Pizza
with coupon
one couple per pizza
expires 1/31/99

featuring: Espresso Roma, Berkeley s Be
RFFF andDOrk..
We only use Pacific Coast NATURAL BEE
P

'

_

.,.

. V

ATI OA I

Their feed iss a sweet
of corn and grains...
w c granola
1-1
A way.
The old
fashioned
""
"irar

• World's First Oyster Burrito • Fresh Fish Tacos,
• Jumbo Garlic Prawns • Rotisse,rieChicken
> Fresh Squeezed Lemonade • Carne Asada (grille ste_
•Carnitas (roast pork)

Phone Orders: (209) 952-6261
4601 Pacific Avenue (one block south of M
We accept ATM & major credit cards

FRESH

.

NATURAL

•

NO L

>
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Everyone is encouraged to come out for a

•ckton Symphony Association
jing the World to our Community
> ockton S\ mphony Association-— the fourth oldest symphony in California— aiuioum.es
us 72nd
/iiw concert
concert season,
announces its
season, ana
and its
its fourth year with Maestro Peter
; musical director. In October the Stockton Symphony will begin its season by "Bringing the World to our Community!" Some of the world's greatest
ners will be performing classics from around the world. The 1998-99 concert seaon begins Friday, October 9 at 8:00 pm
Inday, October 11 at 3:00 pm. Season and individual tickets are now on sale and may be purchased through the Stockton
|ony Association office by calling 209-951-0196. Gift certificates are also available so purchase your tickets today!!!

43 YEARS of QUALITY
"Manny's"

Galifomia $Fre&h

M Lane

955 5680

Bargain Matinees in ()
Advance Ticket Sales
' ?
Available at the Box Office *~

3 TV 's FOR
MONDAY
NIGHT
FOOTBALL

Special
Offer!
(209) 474-7470

1000 W. Robinhood Dr.
At Pacif ic

~
•(1:40.4:25) 7:20.10:05
phow Fri-Sun (I 1:00)

«Hour- PGI3
(1:55,2:25,4:30.5:00) 7:10,
M0, 10:15
hows Fri-Sun (11:25, 12:05)

20% OFF YOUR TOTAL BILL
Large pepperoni for only $9.99
Large specialty pizza only $12.95
Offer valid with UOP student ID

Reach the diverse
audience of UOP.
Advertise your message in
the Pacifican. We offer clas
sified and
display advertsing
affordable for everyone's
needs.
For more infromation
contact our advertising
department at 946-2114

EK POL

1

Birch - PG
1(2:10.4:55) 7:25,10:00
phow Fri-Sun (11:55)

YOU!!!

-R
1(2:05,5:05) 7:35.10:20
phow Fri-Sun (11:20)

Private Ryan - R

DID YOU SWIM, PLAY WATER POLO, BASKETBALL, SOFTBALL OR
SOCCER IN HIGH SCHOOL?

1(4:20) 8:00
phow Fri-Sun (1:00)

;'s Something
t Mary - R

THE WATER POLO TEAM IS LOOKING FOR A FEW

(2:00,4:40) 7:15,9:50
ihow Fri-Sun (11:30)

GOOD WOMEN

i-G
lay & Sunday Only (11:10)

TO JOIN OUR SQUAD

from I lam to 12 Midnight- Frf & SkTil I am

ocmico
me
NS

cuts IKE

TRYOUTS

CWmichangas • Floutas

462-37M

From the Ranch to Us
San Francisco's Best

Hamburger

We use 100% ground fresh chuck,
The livestock is fed the purest
natural feeds without the use of
growth hormones or antibiotics

Rotisserie Chicken
Barbequed Beef Sandwich
from our Wood Burning Oven

Rotisserie Roasted
Breast of Turkey
Sandwich
Hand cut Apple
Smoked Bacon

Now Serving

Fresh Pacific Red Snapper
Fish and Chips
Now Serving

Fresh Deep Fried Blue
Pacific Oysters
Freshly Steamed
Artichokes

Salads
Fresh Squeezed Lemonade

IF YOU HAVE A CONFLICT WE CAN ARRANGE AN INDIVIDUAL MEETING

"STOCKTON'S BEST"
FAST FOOD CAFE

946-2732

V.

BLT Sandwich

Milk Shakes
Made with Real
Ice Cream

PLEASE CALL VICKI
an Joaquin Stockton. Ca

Marinated Carved from the Bone

MON. SEPT. 28 AND WED. SEPT. 30
1:00 - 2:30 p.m.
.

ndniadas -Tosudas Chiles Relleiws

Breast of Chicken Sandwich

with Fresh Herbs

True Thing - R
1(1:50,4:35) 7:30,10:10
' ow Fri-Sun (11:15)

• C • A • F • E •

1

1612 PACIFIC AVE.

463-6415

ATM, VISA, Discover & MasterCard

ft
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Up, up and away

AIDS benefit
concert to

li

San Joaquin Aids Founc/^ti
event to raise needed

The Pacifican
The San Joaquin AIDS
Foundation, in partnership
with 209 Productions, will
sponsor a Swing Concert for
Youth to benefit the San
Joaquin AIDS Foundation.
The event will be held on
Saturday, October 3, at the
Civic Auditorium on Center
Street in Stockton.
The alcohol and drug free
swing party will provide
youth with a good time,
good music and the oppor
tunity to support FI1V/AIDS
prevention in our communi
ty. The concert will be held
from 7 to 11pm. Organizers
report that several regional
Swing bands will be per
forming and, as a special
bonus, Work that Skirt is
donating free Swing lessons
in the early part of the
evening. Security will be
provided.
"Recent statistics provid
ed by the San Joaquin
County Center for Disease
Control affirm our fears that
youth are among the fastest
growing populations for
HIV/AIDS infection in our
community and in the coun
try," said Lori Fowler, SJAF
Executive Director. "Due to

increased
coi
erant rn.c>mes!
Office of A4
tion of monies
must use
*inii
raise the neces;
continue
outreach - X/Ve
that our youth
the facts andi
ence for their j
Fowler
elsi
that SJAF
is
$ 5 0 0 0 g r a n t ta
youth progn
National
G
Foundation appreciative ol
award from G
national jahilai
nization. G a m
that their
gi
attract more lo
our youth prq
support
cami
Schipper of 2$
in Stockton.
!
tacted Fowler
the idea of the
to help raise f
cate other you
the community
Cort Compani
Janet and Bob
community
Ie
also pledged t]
to help sponsor
programs.

Junior Mint: Cool jobs to be found around Pacific cam
ALEX ZAMANSKY
News Editor

Covell, but there is one who Knoles Lawn. Who cares Cat is really cool. The other,
tops them all. This girl works about those fences?. I could Sophie, is a crackpot. I have
at Public Safety. She gets to roll over those puppies with given up on being friendly
I have found that there are drive around at night in a my golf cart. I hear it's a great because every time that I am,
so many cool jobs here on four by four supercharged getaway car because if the she lacerates me with her fivecampus. I have one friend golf cart (they save those for passenger has to jump out, inch claws. I can't tell you the
who is an executive over in Public Safety staff), she gets most likely he will live. Of number of marks I have on
paraphernalia, a course, you have to be able to my hands from that felinus
Central Receiving (he also yellow
worked at a mosquito ranch blinding flashlight and a set jump forward so as not to bitchitus (she's not bad all the
time...).
this summer) who drives of keys to the school. If I were land on your keister.
I have noticed that they
Before I came to college, I
those high-powered orange ever to drive one of those
golf carts. I have friends who things, I'd be mighty tempted always wanted a cat. Well, have taken down the fences
work at the library, at Grace to go mud bogging over on now I have two. Daniel the over by Knoles Lawn. Instead

of maintaining
for instects an,
tore
and now we
ground for a la
I know that th
science
must be a
Using the
musical
somehow mak
grow back harr.
shall see.
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Afferent Tori is revealed in concert

TAL BARNARD
Writer

Amos, to some an
plished
well-known
an, to most a littlesongstress. Yet for all
vere at her show in
lento on September 16,
,s all enc.
ight in from Ireland off
tour's European leg,
ming band The Deviins,
ie show a particularly
iavor. Even though the
at most only recogtheir song "Waiting,"

The Devlians were able to
entertain the crowd until the
main event.
She started off by recogniz
ing that she had been in
Sacramento before, yet not to
perform. Instead, she claimed
she was "working on ridding
herself of her devils." The
crowd's laughter soon turned
to a pause as she opened with
"Precious Things," an album
cut from her first mainstream
success, Little Earthquakes.
To Tori fans, the Plugged
tour she is currently on offers
a new and unique experience

seeing as Tori has moved
from a solo act to a three-man
band. It wasn't her usual intimate setting - Tori accompanied by a piano - but all-out
show. From the lights to the
second encore, the show
offered non-stop enthusiasm
from the small angelic artist.
As she concluded with
"Spark" from her newest
album, the crowd rose to its
feet and began stomping for
an encore. She began the first
encore with an amazing classic, "Cornflake Girl" causing
the crowd to go wild as they

remained on
their feet for
the
second
encore,
Although the
show was a
short
twoand-a-half
hours, it was
well
worth
the money to
see such a
rare artist in
such
an
amazing performance.

Amos new CD features "Pandora's Aquarium."

opping: Many students like It short and sweet

ken college students go
fig, they seek out value

renidos Amigos To:

EPA TAQUER1A
EAl

MEXICAN FAST

FOOD

• Tacos
• Tamales
• Tortas
• Combinaciones
• Nachos
• Quesadillas
• Camarones • Enchiladas
• Burritos
• Hot Plates
• Carnitas
• Menudo y Birria Sat. & Sun.
1205 W. March Lane
Stockton, CA 95207
(209) 476-8802
Open Daily 10:00 AM TO 9:00 PM
College Square Shopping Center
NEXTTOMERVYN'S

10% OFF

month), followed closely by
convenience stores (5.7 days),
and the college bookstore (4.9
days per month).
Textbooks and other
course materials are pur
chased primarily at on-campus college bookstores, while
other books (those read for
leisure) are purchased mostly
at other bookstores and stores
off campus. Almost 20 per
cent of die students surveyed
say they purchase textbooks
from other students. Students
typically spend between $275
and $400 for textbooks and
course materials each term,
and approximately $50 for
other books.
When given a choice, 83
percent of students prefer to
buy used textbooks rather
than new texts. However, 21
percent of non-traditional stu
dents prefer new textbooks
compared to eight percent of

III.

traditional students.
Most students purchase
electronic items, with music
tapes and CDs (96 percent),
cameras and film at (90 per
cent), and small electronics (84
percent) purchased by the
vast majority.
Of the students who buy
clothing with college logos, 69
percent buy it from the college
bookstore. The typical expen
diture ranges between $40
and $50 per term. Only 20
percent report that they buy
college jewelry.
The average expenditures
per term for personal items
are highest for household fur
nishings ($115), generally
higher-ticket items, snacks
and drinks ($86), as well as
toiletries and cosmetics ($78).
Nearly all students pur
chase paper and school sup
plies ($41) and greeting cards
($20) each term, but they are

ST
1
1

•eeling the crunch?
bought your books,
ted your lab fee, and
d your financial aid.
n when these financial
ons have appeared to
:en taken care of, your
ook still reads empty,
uld this be? Check out
tbers and do the math,
low down on the way
uf college students live
'end at school with a
f superfluous zeal. See
e numbers add up
ed to your prodigal

for their money, fast check
outs, good service, and stores
that have the products they
need.
These are the initial find
ings of Student Watch:
Campus Market Research,
sponsored by the College
Stores
Research
and
Educational
Foundation
(CSREF). The first report
takes a broad look at under
standing college student's
consumer behavior; where do
students shop, what do they
buy, and how much do they
spend?
In other findings from
Student Watch; college stu
dents shop most often in
supermarkets (5.8 days per

i

rACIFICAN

Santa fe cafe
mex-southwesien) t- uiane .

• Yucatan chicken
• Steak fajitas

Opening
Soon for
Sunday
Breakfast

more likely to shop off cam
pus for these items.
Students use cash and
checks most often when mak
ing purchases, but they arc
more inclined to use credit
cards (and less likely to use
cash) at college bookstores.
This could be attributed to the
larger
dollar
amounts
involved when purchasing
textbooks and school-related
merchandise, or because they
use their family's credit card
for textbooks and other
required course materials.
Students are most likely to
take advantage of store sales,
free-item offers, and coupons.
They very seldom utilize
rebates with purchases, fre
quent shopper programs, and
sweepstakes or contests.
The results are in, college
students like quality, service
and a fair price... accompanied
by a smile.

T

Gregory Vietz
Owner

IILVRY'S

COCKTAILS

Where You Can Throw Your Nuts on the Floor

Stockton's Best Kept Secret
Tues: $1 tequilla shots

• Quesadillas
• Fish tacos

"A fresh flavorful up-grade
to the Miracle Mile..."
Stockton Record
Mon - Sat 11 am to 2 pm & 5 pm to 9 pm
12311 Pacific Avenue Stockton, CA 95204
(209) 465-4453

Wed: $2 Millers +
South Park
at 10:00 PM
Thurs: $1 Bud's

Party on the Weekends!!
(209) 941-4272
1328 E. Harding Way • Stockton, CA 95205

LIVING
Horoscopes

Top Ten

Pisces

(February 19 to March 20) You
may not seeeye to eye with an advis
er this week.- .Guard against unwise
expansion at boms, Ymfre entering
a period when you'H be holding
important business discussions.

Top 10 reasons why
I, Tommy the Tiger,
am no longer the
UOP mascot

7) Ever since I got
gonorhea from Betsy
the Beaver I haven't
been getting around
quite the same.
6) Got DiCaprio's
role in the Titanic
sequel.
S) Found my real
calling as an unem
ployed, sissy mascot.
4) How was I sup
posed to know she
wasn't 18?!
3) I'm balding.
2) Who wants to be
a mascot for a
school with no foot
ball team?
1) Goodbye, UOP,
hello Backstreet Boys.
Compiled by
Julian Zahalbeascoa

(April 20 to May 20)

(March 21 to April 19) You and
a higher-up ,rt*iay wit be on the
same wavelength thiscveek. Talks
bog down ovef minute points.
There's a teridenCy -to go over
board if parfyiitg t^'s weekend.

aCancer (Juoe21to July 22) Once
more, extravagant spending is a
temptation. St&t'ydMiriay find some
thing you like-to a jfrmOrder catalog.
Be less critical of a family member
who's toudt^Salgjl&f Weekend.

9) When
Olowokandi goes, I
go.

Taurus

" Aries

Cancer

10) No air
conditioning in my
dorm room.

8) Heard there's a
job opening as the
President of the
United States.
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may be difficult early in the
There's a tendency to let tsomei
slide on the job You're entering
od, tliough, ohhiaUal^hievent.

Leo
(July 23 to Attgust 22) You'll be
getting a new incentive to achieve
in the coming weeks. Expect to be
immersed -in your work then. A
small disagreement could occur
about money this week.

Scorpio
(October 23 to November 21)
You may be upset with a child's
spendinghafets. Togef |long with
others this week, be less critical. Do
some comparison shopping regard
ing a prospoetiyCw«Hlise of study.

Re*

Sagittarius
(November 22 to December 21)
You may not accomplish as much
as you'd Iflto,thrs week on the job.
You could get bogged down in
details. Be sore to follow through
on commitments made to others.

(August 23 to. September I
partnership interest becomes i
important to you in thy nt
weeks. Right now; >«Y couli
stuck on a detailip work. Vou lis
a family outmg during the wed

(December 22,.toJanuary'
activity in the next feW .weeks 0
you or a close tie tendk to ec
gance if out shopping- A conti
talk could brank dotvn this wee

The California Deli: Full of cultural appe<
HOLLY
CACCIAPAGLIA
Staff Writer
The California Deli is a
little restaurant hidden in
Venetian Bridges with a
menu offering a lot of vari
ety. They have a wide selec
tion of vegetarian options,
which are not easy to find. I
started with stuffed grapeleaves, three for a dollar.

Soap Updates
All My Children: Jake dis
covered Allie didn't use her
diaphragm when they made
love. He told her he wasn't
ready for marriage or children
yet.
An exhausted Dixie
accepted Tad's invitation to
spend the night at his place.
Dimitri and Edmund dis
cussed the DNA test. Wait to
see: Liza is touched by a gift
from Adam.
Days of Our Lives: Vivian
revealed Hope's true identity
at Princess Gina's party. As
Billie left the catacombs with
Bo and Greta, she was startled
to mn into Wayne and Earl. Bo
and Greta stumbled on the
grave of Georgia, Billie and
Bo's deceased baby daughter.
Lucille found the remote con
trol Stefano uses to alter

They were not incredibly
tasty, but were very uniqueConsidering there was so
much variety, it was difficult
to
make
a
decision.
Everything sounded appeal
ing and different. After the
waitress explained that
halves of two different sand
whiches could be sampled, I
opted for the shawarma.
The shawarma is mari
nated lamb in a pita pocket
Vivian's mood. Hope was
reunited with Bo. Wait to see:
Roman learns Kate's secret
about Franco.
General Hospital: Katherine
prodded Nicholas into realiz
ing Laura and Stefan were hid
ing something. Lucky got a
new job from Jason. Bobbie
wondered how Jerry's arrest
would affect Lucas. Wait to
see: Monica reaches out to

with tahini sauce (the stuff
hummous is made from).
My second sand which was
the chicken souvlaki; chick
en breast kabob on a flat pita
with
lettuce,
tomatoes,
onions, and parsley. Of the
two, the chicken souvlaki
was my favorite. I liked the
flavor and tenderness of the
chicken much better than the
lamb and prefered the flat
pita bread over the pocket.

The sandwhiches I
were $4.95 each,
items, like the cheeset
grilled pastrami, and
baked ham sandwich
$5. I would definitely
back again, this is a
and tasty alternative
basic subway sandwh:
FYI: Located .
Grand Canal Blvd. 95?
open from llam-8pm
Fri.

The Young and the F.
Alan.
Jack
started his move
One Life to Live: Cassie
Victor
by trying to pt
learned Barbara saved her life.
Brad
to
join him. The
Barbara later eased into
prepared
to rule on J
Cassie's hospital room to try to
Kay's
dispute
ove'
her
recovery.
sabotage
Chancellor
estate.
Mich
Following that, Joey and
Barbara made love. Wait to see: nowhere to be found,
Asa gets distributing news went to Norfolk to f
about Bo and Nora. More evi man who looks like Pau;
dence is found linking Dorian Wait to see: Chris make
turbing discovery.
to R.J.

YOU BREW YOUR O
BEER, W I N E o r M E A D
Appointments Available

"Mexican Restaurant"
Food To Go • Catering

W* Delicious Mexican
food with a twist
7217 Pacific Avenue • Stockton, CA 95207

Bill & Lorraine Fulks
Thursday & Friday 4:00 pm - 9TSaturday 12:00 pm - 9:00 pin
Sunday 12:00 pm - 6:00 pm

(Piutt hifr TW-ifi'}
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Intramural

Roundup

m
?\ § ^ % i /*!< /1
lysrv
Intramural Flag Football and Indoor Soccer are both well under way with great competition and
sportsmanship being displayed. In Flag Football Men's A Division the Bailers, Pike and, Phi Delt
have all jumped out to the early lead in the standings.
Each team has claimed two wins a piece. The Men's B division is shaping up into a division with
lots of action and high scoring games. So far it is Phi Delt and Kappa Psi Beta who have run up
the scores. Both teams have two wins and no losses at this point in the season.
The last Flag Football division to have completed games is the Women's. With the season still
young the ladies of Delta Gamma and Kappa Alpha Theta have both collected wins in their first
contests. • V
' jraL \
Shifting the action indoors our soccer program has kicked off with plenty of excitment being
supplied by the Men's AA Open Division. This division is a new addition to the Intramural
Program opening the roster up to an unlimited number of club soccer players. Teams to make a
note of in Men's AA are Borgorossa, Falcons, and the Heelspurs 2.
Intramural Upcoming Events. Golf Tournament: Sept. 25 Tennis Tournament: Sept. 27 Sand
Volleyball Tournament: Oct. 3 Entries close Oct. 1 League Volleyball: Entries Close Oct 13. Entries
opened on September 14 for 4-on-4 sand volleyball co-rec teams and they close on October 1 at
®:00pnigg
Jl|
BAUN FITNESS CENTER NEWS
It is not too late to join! The new equipment has arrived along with three treadmills to supplenent the other cardio equipment We will be expanding hours to include Sunday's from 2pm-8pm
>eginnmg September 27.
Attention members: aerobic classes will start Thursday September 24. Times of the classes are as
:ollows:
Nla* /S•<

Tuesday 6:30-7:30 pm Ab Blast T
7:00-7:45 pm Step Aerobics
Wednesday
4:30-5:30 pm Step Aerobics
Thursday
6:30-7:00 pm Upper Cuts
riy'
7:00-7:45 pm High/Low Aerooics
men's Field Hockey
irkeley, Ca. (9/20/98)

irthwestern 4
cific
0

;AM LEGENDS I
.REENPRINTING
EMBROIDERY
IIRTS, HATS, JACKETS MUGS,
MS, KEVCHAINS, & MORE!!

i

BRING IN THIS AD AND
RECIEVE 5% OFF THE
BEST PRICES IN TOWN

US AT OUR NEW LOCATION
!7 E. FREMONT, STOCKTON
469-2474 FAX:469-4589
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Volleyball.

Continued from page 20
formances by those men
tioned and others, the Tigers
got on the plane home with
the bitter taste of defeat in
their mind.
Pacific's overall record for
is an impresssive 8-1. Hawaii
improved to 7-1 on the year
proving to be a powerhouse
thus far in women's volley
ball.
The Tigers play at Nevada
today and return home this
Saturday to play what is
hyped to be their biggest
match of the year, taking on
the No. 2 ranked Long Beach
State 49ers at 7 p.m. at the
Spanos Center. After slipping
two spots in the USA
Today/AVCA poll this week,
the Tigers could regain
ground on the national pic
ture with a win over the
49ers.
-D.C.

Men's Water Polo
SoCal Tourney results
(9/19/98 & 9/20/98)

UCSB 7, UOP 6
UCLA 12, UOP 4

UOP 15, Navy 6
UOP 19, UCSD 14

AVCA Top 25
Women's Volleyball Poll
1. Penn State
2. Long Beach State
3. Nebraska
4. UC Santa Barbara
5. BYU6. Wisconsin
7. Stanford
8. USC
9. Florida
10. Pacific
11. Hawaii
12. Colorado
13. Texas
14. Ohio State
15. Loyola Marymount
16. Arkansas
17. Texas A&M
18. Michigan State
19. San Diego
20. Arizona

21. Florida State
22. Louisville
23. Illinois
24. Minnesota
25. Texas Tech
Others:
Michigan,
Kansas State, Indiana,
Fresno
State,
Pepperdine, Utah, South
Carolina,
Houston,
Washington State, Notre
Dame, Cal Poly SLO,
Northwestern,
Oral
Roberts, North Carolina,
Santa Clara, American,
Auburn, Illinois State.
Note: Pacific dropped
from No. 8 last wee;k.

1. Long Beach
State
2. Penn State
3. UC Santa
Barbara
4. Nebraska
5. Stanford
6. Wisconsin
7. Texas
8. Hawaii
9. Pacific
10. Colorado
11. Brigham Young

12. Florida
13. USC
14. Arizona
15. Florida State
16. Loyola
Marymount
17. Arkansas
18. Ohio State
19. Minnesota
20. Michigan State
Note: Pacific slid from
No. 6 in last week's poll.

Special Report: UOP Tennis Courts

r

•

•

•

•

Tennis shoes a must for $250K refurbished
Athletic department limits students' recreational play from 12:30-6 p.m. wee
C. COLTON
Sports Editor
After pouring $250,000
into the new refurbished
campus tennis courts, the
athletic department has been
cautious to allow students
unsupervised recreational
play.
Phase 1 of the remodeling
process took place all sum
mer on the tennis courts at
the north end of campus
across from the Calaveras
River. The ivy-covered fenc
ing was torn down and
replaced with a simple
chain-link fence, several new
lighting
fixtures
were
installed and all nine tennis
courts received a face lift
thanks to a complete resur
facing.
Recently, the Pacific men's
and women's tennis teams
had been using the newly
resurfaced courts for their
practices. Currently, when
the teams are not practicing
the courts are placed on lockdown with several large pad
locks chained to each gate
preventing students from
unsupervised recreational
play. Currently, students can
play tennis only while the
teams are practicing and
only if there are courts not in
use.
Men's tennis coach Guido
Baumann had stressed the
importance of the upkeep of
the courts.

s :>

?,•

Students can currently use the UOP tennis courts while the collegiate teams practice weekday

"What we really want to
hammer
home,"
said
Baumann in a telephone
interview, "is for people to
wear tennis shoes. It can be
very damaging to the courts
if people don't wear the right
kind of shoes." Black mark
ing soles, which can ruin the
courts, have been outlawed.
"Imagine going to the
Spanos Center and playing
basketball in hiking boots,"
added Baumann.
Baumann noted that stu
dents can play from 12:30
p.m. weekdays to 2:30 p.m.,
on any courts not in use by

This Week in Sports
t^hirday Sep. 26
Men's Water Polo: Pacific vs. Long Beach State, Noon
(Kjeldsen Pool)
Field Hockey: Pacific vs. UC Davis, 1 p.m. (Brookside
Field)
Women's Volleyball: Pacific vs. No. 2 Long Beach State, 7
p.m. (Spanos Center)
Sunday Sep. 27
Men's Water Polo: Pacific vs. UCLA, Noon (Kjeldsen Pool)
All students are free with valid UOP ID and Fall '98 sticker.

the tennis class. Baumann
does not mind if students
play on the open courts while
his team practices usually
from 3-6 p.m. weekdays.
However, he said he had a
confrontation with four
young men who attempted to
play tennis in running shoes,
a definite no-no.
But why can't students use
the courts unsupervised?
"We had problems with
skateboards, rollerblades and
vandalism," said assistant
athletic director Cindy Spiro.
"We can't allow that to hap
pen."

Spiro called a formal ath
letic department task force
meeting last Friday to devel
op a system where students
could get paid to monitor the
courts in the evenings allow
ing the courts to truly be
open for student use.
"We're looking into open
rec hours from 6 to 9 p.m. on
weekdays and weekends,"
said Spiro in a telephone
interview. Spiro said the
department may pay stu
dents to supervise the courts
through a work study pro
gram but the task force still

ing for the possihlt
Eventually,
the
ment would litcet
a clubhouse in PL
refurbishing prco
said that this coulii
a 1200 sq. ft. builct
with bathrooms
rooms. For now
concern is the term
"We want to mJ
courts are good
student use," s
Baumann stresse.
biggest concern i;
dents wear the rig
shoes.

NFL Armchair Quarterbaci
Home team in ALL CAPS
/2 over Oakland- Silver and black woes continue
R
over Atlanta- Rice is the San Francisco treat
n.M.I I MORE 5 1 a over Cincinnati- Ravens bounce back after loss; Bengals don
Green Bay 6 1 /lover CAROLINA- Cheeseheads making a statement early in
Minnesota 7 oyer CHICAGO- Da Bears slide to 0-4; Moss is the man
uenver 0 1/2 oyer WASHINGTON- 'Skins hurting after Denver goes to the cap
,
ew 'leans 3 over INDIANAPOLIS- Colts continue to suck
< nsas City 5 1 /2 over PHILADELPHIA- Chiefs bring the noise to Philly.
41

\rriu A N C 1 S C ° 10

PITlihtuj) , K 2 ° V e r S A N DIEGO- Bolts blow it by a field goal
BURGH 3-1/2 over Seattle- Kordell and "The Bus" narrow faves over Seah
1 P s e ' Ut 11,0 Wdek v..Tcnnesee

21 Jacksonville 20- Oilers' 'Air' McNair returns to ce

I

i
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orr_

mtinued from page 20
imble. But she wasn't
ivays that way.
I think I stepped on a few
my freshman year," Dorr
id, "I had come from a very
-ong soccer background. 1
It like 1 was a little too confitnt." Freshmen shouldn't do
it, according to Dorr. She
nks that they should try to
in first.

\Fast start

Blazing, might be a good
y to describe Pacific's 5-1-1
start the NCAA women's
peer season. Dorr credits
it to team chemistry.
"We have our drama just
all families do. Our chem-

talie Dorr

irner_

itinued from page 20

the UOP-Hawaii volleymatch. Quite impressive,
•p in mind Hawaii leads
nation every year in attenice, but it would be nice to
around 4,500 at the
nos Center for Saturday's
ch against 'The Beach'.
Clarification for hockey
last week's column, I
not trying to diss the field
iey team, I was merely
ng that it was a pleasant
(rise to find them 2-0 at
point. Hopefully, the field
cey team won't try and
p me and rough me up
i their hockey sticks now
I've cleared die air.
ire and water
hanks to the women's
polo team for the good
and the bar-b-que last
rday. They won an exhibimatch against Merced at
dsen Pool on Saturday,
season starts next semes

SPORTS
istry is still really good," said
Dorr. "We need to continue
being consistent with connect
ing and scoring a lot."
"Everyone has a lot of heart.
1 think that a lot of players are
stepping up."
Stepping up is exactly what
Dorr has been doing. Dorr has
tallied four goals on the young
season so far which matches
her season total from a year
ago.
"Last year I had a horrible
year," said Dorr, critical of her
1997 campaign. "I was better
in high school than I was last
year."
She attributed her poor play
to a lot of other things going
on in her personal life. This
season she has been playing
like an animal, including scor
ing the Tigers' only goals in a
pair of 1-0 wins at Wyoming
and Air Force last weekend.
"She's a very accomplished
player," said UOP head coach
Keith Coleman. "She's got the
best shot pretty much on the
team."
"The more shooting I work
on," said Dorr, "the better I'm
going to be in the game."
Every practice, Dorr spends
ample time firing shots from
beyond 30 yards. Her right leg
ter. I'm telling you though,
they sure can "Q" up some
nice burgers!
Satchkov back to speed
UOP water polo's Daniel
Satchkov is back into the mix
and scoring again. He had
eight goals last weekend as
UOP went 2-2 at the SoCal
Tournament. Satchkov now
has nine goals on the season
and is tied with Gabe Esposto
for the team lead.
Hello Salvatore
I'd like to give a warm wel
come to my newest writer
David "Salvatore" Cattivera.
He did this week's women's
volleyball press release (See p.
20), so read it and let me know
what you think.
Return of "The Beat
Down List"
It's back! A list of folks that
could use a good kick in the
pants.
!• Anyone who tries to wear
marking soles on the newly
refurbished
UOP
tennis
courts! All you fraternity boys
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Natalie Dorr (19) has torched the nets for four goals this season en route to UOP's 5-1-1 record.
is not only strong, but accu gonna stop it," Coleman
rate, as evidenced by her 35- added.
yard strike for a score against
Dorr hopes to go abroad
San Jose State earlier this sea next semester to London. Her
son.
long term plans include going
"I am very dangerous when back to Ventura to work on
I have the ball that far out," getting her teaching credential
said Dorr, an education major. and eventually coaching soc
"That's my strong point."
cer while possibly rowing or
Coleman knows it, too.
cycling competitively.
"If she hits a ball on the
With the NCAA expanding
goal, not too many people are its postseason field from 32 to
need to stop wearing your
penny loafers on the courts.
2. Misty May Long Beach
State's setter. She's got skills,
she was Player of the Year last
season and I want us to wax
the floor with her this
Saturday.
3. Anyone that wears
Stanford or Cal gear around
campus. You go to school at
UOP, so take your sorry
behind to the bookstore and
get some orange and black,
you sellouts.
Rosie comes through
A big Aloha! and thanks to
Angela Rosenquist, women's
v-baller. She hooked me up
with a shirt from the Hawaii
road trip for the second year
in a row.
C.

Cotton wants your feedback and

can be reached at The Pacifican via e-mail
at: pacifican@uop.edu or via phone at
(209) 946-2H5. He also hosts The Beat
Down Show" every Tuesday from 8-9
p.m. on KPAC radioKTiger TV Ch. 2) and
live from The Summit.

48 teams, the Big West
Conference now has an auto
matic bid to the tournament.
Dorr makes it known that the
team's goal is to win the Big
West Conference and snap up
that NCAA invitation.
"For a lot of us, its our last
chance," Dorr, the former high
school football kicker, said.
"We've never done that before.
This is our last chance."

Women's Soccer

Tigers bounce
back after first loss
STEVE CABRAL
Staff Writer

A week ago Wednesday,
Pacific suffered their first loss
of the season to the No. 2
ranked Santa Clara Broncos.
That did not get the team
down because they managed
two wins last weekend.
The Tigers were defeated 3-0
by the Broncos and it was also
the first time this year that
Pacific had been shut out.
"They were ranked No. 2 in
the nation," said junior Shelly
Cena about Santa Clara's team.
"Yeah, they were good," added
Cena.
Pacific then traveled to
Wyoming where they were
able to get back to winning
with a 1-0 victory over the

Cowgirls last Friday. Senior
Natalie Dorr scored the gamewinning goal in the 68th
minute of the game, assisted by
sophomore Vanessa Brumer.
On Sunday the Tigers trav
eled to Colorado to take on Air
Force. Knotted at zero, the
match went down to the wire,
but yet again senior Natalie
Dorr played the hero and came
threw with the winning goal
assisted by Cena with only six
minutes left in the game.
Goalkeeper Kim McCaskey
picked up two more shutouts
with wins over Wyoming and
Air Force and is on pace to
have her best season ever.
The Tigers (5-1-1) travel to
Long Beach to play their first
conference game this Friday,
September 25.
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Women's Volleyball

Hawaii reigns on Pacific in paradise
THE PACIFICAN

C'S CORNER
C. COLTON
Sports Editor

l he UOP women s volley
ball team was hoping for
some sun to shine upon them
during their trip to face
Hawaii this past week. It was
the Hawaii women's volley
ball fans who helped reign on
the Tigers' hopes for their best
start since their 1991 season.
Pacific started out strong
and defeated Hawaii in the
game's opening set with a
score of 15-13. After the first
set, clouds began to cover the
Tigers' tropical dreams for a
victorious road trip. The next
two sets were battles worthy
of WWF's Monday Night
Raw. The Tigers fought hard
but were defeated 13-15 in
both the second and third sets.
The home of the Hawaii
Rainbows, Stan Sheriff Center,
is the breeding grounds of
sorts for women's volleyball
fans. The attendance of 7,602
Hawaii
fans
this
past
Saturday proved to be no
exception and was deter
mined a main factor in the
Tigers' loss of the fourth and
final set.
The final set lasted a mere
23 minutes as Pacific was
defeated by the score of 8-15.
Sophomore Michele Kelley,
mentioned that playing in a

Soccer • football
UOP's own Natalie Dorr
(see accompanying story, p. 20)
plays the game of football, as it
is internationally known, or
soccer, as it is known in the
United States. But, in high
school she played soccer and
football. I'm not kidding! She
was the kicker for her high
school football team. Full pads
tisa Stegemann, left, and Sara Bronson (14) gear up to play the No. 2 Long Beach State <
and everything. In practice she
nailed a 50 yard kick.
crowd of this size and magni
Unbelievable! I knew she had a
S& JJ$$: -2.-_.i-a
tude was like playing in front
strong leg but this is incredible.
of
a
college
football
crowd.
Volleyball grudge match
Elsa Stegemann had yet
I have officially opened a
another strong game leading
can of hype. The No. 2
the Tigers' offensive attack
women's volleyball team in the
VS.
with 23 kills on the day. Tracy
nation. Long Beach State,
Chambers
and
Jennica
Smith
enters the Spanos Center this
helped Pacific defensively
Saturday night to take on our
with some key digs through
Tigers. This could be the best
out the match.
match of the season and I
Even with these strong perexpect to see all of the follow
ing: trash-talking amongst the
See Volleyball, page 17
teams, numerous Pacific fans Player profile: Natalie Dorr
and some of the best college
volleyball you'll see. After los
ing twice to The Beach last sea
son, Pacific has a lot to prove
COLTON
and the best way to do that
her junior year at Ventura High.
high school but had
Sports
Editor
would be to slam a ball off the
Dorr said she loved playing
a
m
top of LBSU's All-America set
v e r y d a n g e r o u s up since she play
under the "Friday night lights" " /
She once nailed a 35-yard and is still friends with some of
year-round with cl
ter Misty May's dome. She
when I have the ball and for her school. S
trash-talked during last year's field goal in a high school foot the linemen that protected her
that far out That's
accolades playing to:
in games.
match at the Spanos Center ball game. That's not a typo.
Before
her
NCAA
women's
team in the Los An|
and it would be great to see her
my strong point."
I haven't felt that excite
soccer
days
at
UOP,
senior
and
played on an
little pig tails flapping in the
ment yet with soccer," Dorr
Natalie
Dorr
was
the
kicker
on
Development
sq>
wind from the roar of the Tiger.
said of her high school football
the Ventura High School varsi experience. "It's an incredible
- Natalie Dorr, California all-state te
Aloha means hello
7,602 - That's how many ty football team. It may come as feeling."
UOP women's Western Regional tea
Despite her ac<
fans showed up in Honolulu a surprise to many that she
Aside from the gridiron,
soccer
player
amassed
33
points
as
the
kicker
ments,
Dorr has
Dorr
played
some
Softball
in
See Corner, page 19

No. 2 Long Beach Stele (13
No. 10 Pacific (8--.,

Saturday Sap. as7M

p>M.

Ada* a SjMtfas IBM

Ex-high school kicker shines in soccer
c.

See Doit

